
SUPPLEMENTARY RESULT NOTICE NO: 12±±
TEACHER
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1.   This  is in continuation of the  Notice No.1258 dated  05.03.2021.

2.   The  DSSSB,  vide  its  advertisement  No.  02/2017  had  advertised  4366  vacancies
(UR-1610,   OBC-1286,   SC-714,   ST-756   including   PH-VH-288)   for   the   post   of
Teacher   (Primary)   under   post   code   16/17,   in   MCD,   read   with   Notice   dated
28/07/2017.  Later  on,  in  supersession  of  the  vacancy  notice  for  the  post  code
16/17,   Board   had  advertised  afresh  4366  vacancies  (uR-1610,  OBC-1286,
SC-714,  ST-756  including  PH-VH-381,  PH-OH-93) for the post of Teacher
(Primary)  under  post  code  01/18  in  MCD  vide  its  Advertisement  No.
01/2018.

3.   The   DSSSB   vide  addendum   No.   F.2{164)/DSSSB/P&P/17/1176   dated
11/02/2019  has  revised  the  vacancies  in  respect  of  PH-OH  Category
only.  Now,  the vacancies  in  respect of  PH-OH  category  may  be  read  as
133  instead  of 93.  However, the total  number of vacancies shall  remain
the same.

4.   Further,  vide  Notice  no.  760  dated  01,02.2019,  a  total  of  8673  candidates  were
called  for  uploading  the  dossier w.e.f.  05/02/19  to  14/02/19 and  vide  subsequent
Notice   no.   765   dated    15/02/2019   a   total   of   80   candidates   were   called   for
uploading  the  dossier  w.e.f.  18/02/19  to  27/02/19.    The    Results  for  above  post
were    declared    vide    Result    Notice       No.    773    dated    28.03.2019    and
subsequent supplementary Result Notices  No.  774 dated  16.04.2019,No.
775   dated   09.05.2019,   No.   785   dated   12.07.2019,   No.   788   dated
31/07/2019,  No.  847  dated  12.10.2019  and  863  dated  25.11.2019,  NO.
1090    dated    20.03.2020,    1110    dated    17.07.2020    &    1241    dated
13.01.2021.

5.   The   result   has   been    processed   keeping    in   view   of   the   eligibility   conditions
regarding  educational  qualifications  /  caste  certificate  /  disability  certificate  etc.
as  on  cut  off  date  i,e.   15/09/17  for  post  code-16/17  and  30/07/2018  for  post
code-01/18.

6.   On   the   basis   of   marks   secured   in   written   examination   and   after   preliminary
scrutiny,  as  per the provisions of the statutory  Recruitment Rules for the  post and
the  terms  and  conditions  of  the  advertisement,  the  following  TWO  HUNDRED
AND   SIXTEEN   (216)   candidates   [UR-52   including   09-PH-OH,   OBC-78
including 01-PH-OH,  SC-39 and ST-47]  are  provisionally selected for the  post
of  Teacher  (Primary)  under  post  code  16/17  &  01/18    in  MCD,  subject  to  their
fulfilling  all  other  conditions  of  eligibility  and  also  correctness  of  the  information
furnished  by the candidates in their online application forms and  e-dossiers  :-
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UR CATEGORY-TOTAL-43.

2800022796280008090628001119492800101879280006747828001240932800113303 2800006524 2800058376 2800021637 2800022399
2800044654 2800077564 2800137601 2800026274
2800030160 2800112412 2800042575 2800118411
2800017929 2800080413 2800128955 2800119136
2800058605 2800097138 2800114319 2800080927

2800006512** 2800021763 2800103113 2800080340
2800029797 2800085648 2800007109 28000860492800086234

28000679702800133436 2800110867 2800033534 2800080358
2800028229 2800047043

**  user Department may satisfy  itself regarding  validity of CTET cert
r/o of this candidate as per CTET guidelines.

abc CATEGORY- TOTAL-77.

ificate  in

2800122392 2800006772 2800027366 2800100148 28001306952800006552

28000128092800084228#28000675612800016410 2800011604 2800086900 2800041593
28000165762800101290 2800042029# 2800101187 2800118558

2800100667 2800084413 2800083905
2800083724 2800100562 2800031471 28001154972800095981

28001383162800118733 2800078035 2800016581 2800082592
2800043041 2800111531 2800133091 280011386828000263442800022602

2800113955 2800096965 2800021732 2800043537
2800060185@280008834228000532972800130957280004411328001309332800082059 2800046206 2800046190 2800045737

28001223112800027820 2800052880 2800075848 2800079723
2800086081 2800115881 2800101153#

28001182352800041636 2800118498 2800119458 2800088948
2800045290 2800125571 2800088598

2800084303 2800031018 2800080066 2800123906
2800031454 2800119870 2800112966 2800134566

2800068400 2800057829

#         Candidates passed their loth/12th from other states whereas OBC (Delhi)
certificate  issued  from  GNCT  of  Delhi  and  the  user  Department  may  satisfy
itself with the genuineness of their OBC(Delhi) certificate before issue of offer
of appointment.

a         Candidate has submitted OBC(Delhi) certificate issued on  o9.10.2017 on
the  basis   of  OBC   (Delhi)   certificate   issued   on   17.12.2008      and   the   User
Department   may   satisfy   itself   with   the   genuineness   of   his   OBC(Delhi)
certificate before issue of offer of appointment.

SC CATEGORY- TOTAL- 39.

28001192162800017106 2800093826 2800100403 2800013226 2800067393
2800016978 2800039937 2800082430 2800076699

2800076415 2800047383 2800005619 2800050579 28000865972800112562280006806528000823392800031114

2800093154 2800131462 2800014452 2800049467

2800089703 2800010758 2800058357 2800129956

2800059120 2800076698 2800025219 2800029230

2800030864 2800080623 2800018207 2800133148

2800014092 2800135005 2800008791 2800009377
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ST CATEGORY- TOTAL- 47.

2800082437 2800033718 2800130685 2800058841 2800119482

2800060165 2800022835 2800021627 2800060839 2800024888

2800089916 2800125590 2800098150 2800093911 2800075531

2800076572 2800111667 2800005764 2800067987 2800132935

2800121679 2800136939 2800025323 2800063159 2800023137

2800082658 2800120690 2800010873 2800008407 2800116092

2800134717 2800096804 2800134926 2800116432 2800049971

2800007098 2800085419 2800130522 2800121353 2800088406

2800030005 2800134790 2800096379 2800117570 2800137467

2800129220 2800094657

PH-OH CATEGORY-TOTAL-10 (UR-PH-OH-09 & OBC-PH-OH-01*).

2800000578 2800000260 2800104567 2800104399 2800104388

2800000508 2800104302 2800000519 2800000200* 2800000415

Note  1.  =  The  following  11  candidates,  who  were  already  provisionally  selected  in  OBC
category  vide  earlier  Result  Notices  for  instant  post  code,  have  now  been  considered  in
UR category as their category of selection has been shifted from OBC to UR, due to
lowering   of   merit   of   UR   category.   The   dossiers   have   already   been   sent   to   User
Department:-

2800089180 2800063032 2800048770 2800043138 2800052873

2800093501 2800053086 2800114616 2800102165 2800045762

2800013669

Note  2.  :  The  following  05  candidates,  who  were  already  provisionally  selected  in  SC
category  vide  earlier  Result  Notices  for  instant  post  code,  have  now  been  considered  in
UR category as their category of selection  has been shifted from SC to uR,  due to
lowering   of   merit   of   UR   category.   The   dossiers   have   already   been   sent   to   User
Department:-

2800014776 2800086917 2800063626 2800076275 2800014979

Note 3.  :  01 candidate having  Roll  No.  2800034926,  who was already  provisionally
selected  in  SC-PH-OH  category  vide  earlier  Result  Notice  for  instant  post  code,  has  now
been  considered  in  SC category as the category of selection  has been shifted from
SC-PH-OH to SC,  due to  lowering of merit of SC category. The dossier has already been
sent to User Department.

Note  4.  :  01  candidate  having  Roll  No.  2800104347  was  mentioned  as  provisionally
selected  vide  Result  Notice  No.  1241  dated  13.01.2021,  whereas  he  was  already
provisionally  selected  earlier  vide  Result  Notice  No.  1110  dated  17.07.2020  in  PH-
OH  (UR)  category.  Hence,  his  provisional  selection  vide  Result Notice  No.  1241  dated
13.01.2021  is hereby rescinded
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Note 5:  candidates  having  Roll  No.  2800000415  (DOB:  15.06.1989)  and  Roll  no.
2800009377  (DOB=  25.07.1988}  have  been  selected  for  being  older  in  age  than
other candidate/s having same  marks,  in their respective categories,  as per norms.

7.   01  candidate   having  Roll  No.  2800089540  has  failed  to  upload  her  OBC  (Delhi)
Certificate  in  e-dossier module within the stipulated time  period,  despite giving  ample
opportunity  i.e.  10  days e-dossier calling  from  05.02.2019 to  14.02.2019,  10 days  lst
recall  from  23.07.2020  to  01.08.2020  and  further 05  days  2nd  recall/final  opportunity
from  19.01,2021  to  23.01.2021.  Hence,  her candidature can  not  be  considered  under
OBC Category.

8.   01  candidate  having  Roll  No.  2800000313  has failed to  upload  his  PH  Certificate  in
e-dossier  module  within  the  stipulated  time  period,  despite  giving  ample  opportunity
i.e.  10  days  e-dossier calling  from  05.02.2019  to  14.02.2019,  10  days  lst recall  from
23.07.2020   to   01.08,2020   and   further   05   days   2nd   recall/final   opportunity   from
19.01.2021  to  23.01.2021.  Hence,  his  candidature  can  not  be  considered  under  PH
Category.

9.   The selection of the above TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTEEN  (216)  candidates [UR-
52  including  O9|PH-OH,  OBC-78 including 01-PH-OH,  SC-39 and ST-47]  shall
be further subject to  genuineness  of the  documents  on  the  basis  of which  they  have
claimed   to   have  fulfilled   all  the  eligibility  conditions  as   prescribed   in  the   RRs  and
terms  and  conditions  of advertisement  inviting  applications  and  subject  to  thorough
verification    of   their   identity    with    reference    to    their   photographs,    signatures/
handwriting  etc.  On  the application  form,  admission  certificate  etc.  The candidature
of the candidate  is  liable to be cancelled  bv the  user Department,  in  case,
candidate   is   found    not   fulfillina    all   the   eliaibilitv   conditions   of   the
Recruitment  Rules  for  the  Posts  or  for  anv  other  aenuine  reason.  The
decision  of  the  User  Department  reaardina  the  eliaibilitv  of the  candidate
shall  be final and bindina on the candidate. The Competent Authority of the
Department   concerned    shall    issue   the   offer   of   aDDointment   to   the
candidates  after  beina  satisfied  about  their  eliaibilitv  as  laid  down  in  the
recruitment rules and after verification of the correctness of the information
furnished  in the aDDlication form and the documents related to Educational
Oualification, Aae and other essential certificates.

10.The  candidature  of the  following  13  candidates  (UR-10,  OBC-02  & ST-01)   have
been  kept pending due to pending Court cases:-

UR CATEGORY-TOTAL PENDING-10

2800128491 2800138834 2800064235 2800104007 2800037897
2800105438 2800137649 2800103881 2800103847 2800138659

OBC CATEGORY- TOTAL PENDING- 02

2800105500 2800104016

ST CATEGORY-TOTAL PENDING-01

2800030488
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11.The    Competent    Authority    of    the    Department    concerned    shall     issue    the
appointment  letters  to  the  candidates  after  verification  of the  correctness  of the
information   furnished   in   the   application   form   and   the   documents   related   to
educational   qualification,   age   and   other   essential   certificates   including   caste
certificate  as   per  Government  of  India   instructions   issued   in  this   regard  vide
MHA OM No. 2/29/54-RPS,19/11/54.

13.=::f.:i;i:::.eY:=i#:i#:fb`##:d.=
datedNO, 36012htof

DOPT and  other instructlons/  auidelineB   issued  fromiLmeEgissued  b

14.User   Department   shall   also   get  the   SC/ST/OBC   certificates   verified   from   the
issuing  authority.  Further,  in  case  of the  OBC  candidates,  it  may  also  be  verified
that  the  candidate  does  not  belong  to  creamy  layer  of the  schedule  of  Govt,  of
India,    DOPT   O.M.    No.    36012/22/93-Estt.(SCT)    dated    08.09.1993,    O.M.    No.
36033/3/2004-Estt.  (Res)  dated  09.03.2004 and  14/10/2008  and  36033/1/2013-
Estt.  (Res)  dated  27.05.2013  and  13.09.2017.

15.The  User  department  shall   ensure  that  the  appointment  made  is  in
conformity  with  DOPT  guidelines  and  instructions  of  Govt  issued  from
time to time.

16.Mere  inclusion  of the  name  of the  candidate  in  the  result  notice  does  not  confer
any right upon the candidate over the post unless the user department is satisfied
after such  inquiry  as  may  be  considered  necessary  that  the  candidate  is  suitable
in  all  respect for appointment to the post.
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17. The recruitment process for the  post code-16/17  & 01/18  had  already

been  closed  subject to  disposal  of above  pending  cases  and  subject to
outcome of pending court cases, if any.

18. The  marks  of  last  provisionally  nominated  candidates  in  each  category  after this
result are as follows:-

uR OBC SC ST PH-OH PH-VH

122.71 107.85 101.48 67.43 90.49 60,98

19.  The wait  list/  Panel  was valid  up to  27/03/2020 which was extended  up to
31.12.2020.

20. The  above   result  for  post  code   16/17   &  01/18   will   be  subject  to
outcome   of  pending   Court  cases   i.e.   O.A.   No.   2717/2018,   2811/2018,
3464/2017,     2724/2018,     2929/2018,     2744/2018,     2797/2018    and    other
relevant court cases, if any.

21.  While every care has been taken in preparing the result, DSSSB reserves
the right to rectify errors and omissions, if any detected at any stage or
arising due to court cases.

This  issues with the  prior approval  of the Competent Authority,  DSSSB.

F,No.4 (499)/DSSSB/CC-I/2019/ 11401-11409

Copy to:-
1.    PS  to Chairman,  DSSSB.

3::o5nttosfs:e:tahrletvoeTODn:F|fsL:c,r:taaj#s,eph:||iiooo2.
4.    PS to  COE,  DSSSB.
5.    Commissioner,  MCD.
6.    AD  (Admn/TRC),  SDMC,  JLN  Marg,  Civic Centre,  New  Delhi-110002.
7.    Dy.  Secy.  (P&P),  DSSSB
8.    Sr.  System  Analyst,  DSSSB with the  request to  upload  notice on  Board's

Website.
9.    AD  (Planning),  DSSSB.

DSSSB
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10. Office order file


